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A self-driven PL SQL Developer with 8+years of progressive experience. Aim to secure a challenging position in a 

reputable organization to expand my learnings, knowledge, and skills. Secure a responsible career opportunity to fully 

utilize my training and skills, while making a significant contribution to the success of the company. 

 
 

WORK EXPERIENCE 

 
PL SQL Developer  

 

05/2023 to Present. 

Tata Consulting Services. 

 

Client: The Clearing Corporation of India (CCIL). 

 The Clearing The Clearing Corporation of India Ltd. (CCIL) provides guaranteed clearing and 

settlement functions for transactions in Money, G-Secs, Foreign Exchange and Derivative markets 

 Efficiently managed end-to-end Trades settlement. 

 Interaction with client and understanding business problems, communicating the same to the team.  

 Design and architect for new requirements. 

 Extensive experience in backend programming using SWL, PL/SQL, Stored Procedure, Functions, 

Packages, Cursors, Triggers, Constraints, Views, Database Link. 

 Tuning and optimizing SQL queries using different optimization techniques. 

 Very strong skills and clear understanding of requisites and solutions to various issues in 

implementation throughout the software development life cycle. 

 Worked on advanced PL/SQL constructs like Nested tables, Types, Records, Bulk Collect.  

 Ability to anticipate and handle critical situations, excellent troubleshooting 

and problem solving skills.. 

. 

 

08/2021 to 05/2023 

Hexaware Technologies. 

Ghansoli, Navi Mumbai. 

 

Client: Verisk Analytics 

 Lead a team for Migration Project on AWS Cloud Platform. 

 Good understanding of the Redshift data-warehouse service on cloud. 

 Excellent communication skills and fluent client interaction for better rapport.  

  Efficient in handling team and working towards reaching the goal.  

 Migration of SQL scripts to PosgresSQL scripts for better efficiency and performance 

 Received Spot Award for remarkable performance in Quater1 of 2022. 
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04/2021 to 08/2021  

TanvIOT Systems PVT LTD.,  

Bangalore (WFH) 

 

Client: Enquero Global LLP (CISCO)   

iACV (incremental Annual Contract Value) Project  

Worked on Goalsheet creation and Reconciliation. 

Good understanding of the Oracle Incentive Compensation (OIC) application which is used to setup Goal sheet. 

Handling development in the user stories in given Sprint. 

Participating in the testing activities along with the QA team. 

Resolving defects and providing timely solutions. 

 

03/2015 to 04/2021  

Capgemini India Pvt.Ltd.  

Airoli, Navi Mumbai 

GFS (Global Financial System) Project  

Analyze user needs and software requirements to determine feasibility of design within time and cost constraints.  

Proficiency in Relational Database Management Systems (RDBMS). 

Good understanding of design, development and testing processes for assigned projects. 
Consult with customers about software system design and maintenance. 

Obtain and evaluate information on factors such as reporting formats required, costs, and security needs to 

determine hardware configuration. 

Design, develop and modify software systems, using scientific analysis and mathematical models to predict and 
measure outcome and consequences of design. 
Trained users to use new or modified equipment. 

Developed and modified PL/SQL code to make new enhancements or resolve problems, as Per customer 

requirements. 

Worked on P2P process and involved in all the end to end implementation for this. 
Participated in change and code reviews to understand the testing needs of the change component. Worked on 
troubleshooting defects in timely manner.  
Worked on SQL*Loader to load data from flat files obtained from various applications everyday. 
Used standard packages like UTL_FILE, DBMS_SQL and PL/SQL collections and bulk binding involved in writing 
database procedures, functions and packages. 
Worked closely with clients to establish problem specifications and system design. 
Tuned some existing queries to improve execution time. 
Complete knowledge of SQL trace, TKPROF in generating statistics for queries which are performing badly. 
Participated in creation of database objects like tables, views, Materialized views, cursors (Implicit, Explicit, REF) 
and handled Exceptions. 

Understand the existing application, gathering new requirements, and business rules used. And there by 

working on PL/SQL Tables, Views on multiple Tables, triggers, packages and ad-hoc queries in ORACLE to 

support application users. 

Have worked on migration projects, data migration from third party instance to oracle instance, as well as across 

the instance. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CA CLARITY Consultant 

07/2010 to 02/2015 

Capgemini India Pvt.Ltd. 



Vikhroli, Mumbai 

Providing functional and technical support for Clarity PPM - Portfolio Management, Demand Management, 

Resource Management and Project Management. 

Co-ordinate with Vendor and Business on new Clarity enhancements and changes. 

Perform regression testing for the monthly releases. 

Prepare training documents for users, review training materials. Give functional training to Business users.  

Conducting trainings for Project Managers on CA Clarity Portfolio and Project Management application. 
Communicating and meeting with Business Users. 
Manage security groups and OBS within Clarity and perform access review activities. 

Follow up with Incident Management, Problem Management and Change Management for day to day operations 

of the application. 

Work with offshore team to develop reports, write functions, stored procedures and sql queries for critical Business 

requirement which can be used in reports. 

Providing assistance to various project managers on their day to day issue with tool usage. 
Developed interface between Clarity with Other systems on Clarity r12 and Oracle Database. Out bound 

Interfaces developed to send Cost Plan Information and Timesheet Information 

 
 

SKILLS 

 
 
Oracle Tool   : SQL Developer 
Programing Language  : SQL, PL/SQL, UNIX 
Database   : Oracle SQL Developer 11g. 
Operating units   : Windows7, Windows10 
Others    : MS Office, Excel 

 

EDUCATION 

 
 Bachelor’s in Information Technology from Patkar-Varde College, Mumbai University. 

 Master’s Information Technology from Patkar-Varde College, Mumbai University. 
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